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Abstract:

Root of the education starts from the primary level and laying a solid foundation in primary
education sets the nation in a perfect development process. Unfortunately, the delivered
quality of the primary education in the country from both and government and private are
abysmally poor. This article tried to address the challenges faced and suggested few steps to
help enrich the process of teaching and learning.
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Introduction:

Indian education system across primary to tertiary stages is in shambles, as per common
perception. Lots of discussions/debates are going on in this issue at different platforms
(Academic and Business conferences, Social Medias, TV channels etc.) sometime from the
past to date. The worry is the country cannot realise its full growth potential by leveraging
its demographic dividend without a knowledgeable and skilled workforce. Eventually, its
emergence as a developed nation in near future will remain as dream. At this backdrop, let
us look at the status of our primary education environment where the incubation of futureMessaging  
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citizens begins. ASER (Annual Status of Education Report), whose data on measuring
reading ability and Arithmetic calculation has gained confidence in public perception as
quality index of incumbent primary education delivery, has reported in their last report
(2016) that the reading (4 simple linked sentences, each having no more than 6 words) and
arithmetical (2 digit subtractions) abilities of Std III students has reached 42.5% and 27.7%
respectively (1). These statistics are actually bleaker rather than what is indicated here with
this percent because this survey compares the ability of the Std III students with Std I
difficulty. The percentage of Arithmetic ability is hovering far below than the reading
because the former is naturally more difficult than later.  And this percent should remain
either at same level in a best scenario or most probably will decline in average when these
kids are promoted to higher classes as the degree of difficulty spirals as the class advances.
However, some silver lines have appeared that these statistics have improved in both fronts
of about 2% from previous years, but long way to go to attain say in the range of (80-90) %,
which can be considered as decent or expected at lower primary level. However, at this
backdrop, it is bewildering that when this set of students are advancing to the std. X, how a
pass percentage in the range of (80-90) % is declared in the Std. X examinations across all
boards of states/central etc? Moreover, when these batches of students are gradually moving
into tertiary education system, one can imagine about the input quality of students. And this
mass of students when enrolled state govt. run universities and affiliated colleges, the quality
of the output graduates needs no mentioning and therefore, the employability quotient of the
graduates somehow appears around (20-30)%.    

One unusual observation, contrary to the public psyche, has surfaced from the report that
there is no significant difference in the performance between government and private
schools, and even in some cases, government schools have performed better than privates.
One of the reason for this observation may be that Private systems run a robust operation
process as usual but the quality of teaching resources is sometime doubtful, particularly
private which are away from city or district head quarters. In contrast, each and every state
government by this time has a centralised selection method for the recruitment of teachers
(may not be cent percent error free) and at the same time, the salary of the teachers has
attended a satisfactory level. These two factors have attracted talents into teachings and
helping at least partially at a comparable level of performance to private schools. But, the
problem in the government sector is lack of decent physical infrastructure, robust running of
the operation and serious shortage of teachers. Therefore, considering each sector’s
advantages and disadvantages of government and private schooling, the result comes down
to a comparable level. 

The ASER report has also shown one extremely satisfactory development of positive trend
of enrolment which is reaching about 97%, thanks to RTE act. At the same time, it has
indicated that enrolment in private schools have stagnated in between 2014 and 2016. In
contrary, enrolment in government schools in the states of Kerala and Gujarat has increased
from 40.6% to 49.9% and 79.2% to 86% respectively from 2014 to 2016. One of the
reasons, for stagnation of private enrolment is limitation of affordability of its standard
customer, Indian middle class. Private fees are sky rocketing and as a fallout in the last
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couple years huge protest had erupted in Delhi-NCR region. And I believe it will follow the
same suit in other parts of the country in future (2, 3, 4).

Quality of imparting of Primary education, which is the beginning step of the entire
education cycle, is the only fundamental key parameter in strengthening the knowledge and
skill foundation of future citizen of any country, and therefore through revamping of the
Indian primary education system is the need of the hour.

Remedials:

As an outside observer of primary education system, I hereby would like to suggest three
points which may potentially help building a better primary education system.

1) Handing over the operation of school system to reputed NGOs: Few NGO like Teach
for India, Pratham, Akanksha Foundation (work in a PPP model) is already serving
commendably with large network in the primary education sector. NGO like Akshaya Patra
Foundation serve as world's largest school lunch programme. Even these NGOs raise
additional fund to reach the target. It is wondering why government cannot entrust with
these kind of established NGO in the quality delivery of the educational operation?     

2) Affordable model of New School development: Though operation of educational
institution by the law of the land is categorized as non-profitable, however in reality private
operations run on return on investment model. And therefore, the fees are charged exorbitant
and hiked at the fancy of the private management. To exit from this cycle, government must
look into a public-NGO (who are good like Akshaya Patra (5) serving mid-day mills to
millions of kids in the entire country) partnership wherein government must arrange for the
Land and for the physical infrastructure, and 50% of the staff salary and operational
cost. Selected NGO should operate by generating additional revenue from either student’s
fee or raising fund from external sources or both supplementing another 50% of the staff
salary and operational cost. This will develop a sustainable model for both the parent and
government.  It is also worthwhile to mention that, real estate infrastructure needs to be
arranged vertically to keep the cost at a minimum level.

3) Opportunity of lateral entry to the teaching job: A graduate or post graduate with a
compulsory B. Ed degree is eligible to join as a teacher. If this two year B. Ed would have
been a yardstick for the quality of teachers and their delivery, then the delivery of education
would not have been so poor because all of them have compulsory B. Ed degree which is
must for the recruitment process.  Therefore, this monopolization of eligibility criteria with
B. Ed degree is potentially harming the primary education systems. Lot of highly educated
citizen, employee from private and even from government, for various reason like due to
poor work environment, poor/inequitable pay, long distance travelling, and high stress level
etc. wants to start a career in teaching at their mid career. Alas, compulsion of a two year B.
Ed degree is completely preventing this passionate competent people to join to teaching
profession. Therefore, a provision of lateral entry for the qualified people without a B. Ed
degree to the teaching profession needs to be seriously contemplated. This will develop a
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competitive environment boosting the quality of the education system against the
monopolization of a fixed set of degree. To prove my point, I would like to set few
arguments disfavouring of compulsion of a B. Ed degree to be a teacher:  (a) Teachers who
are engaged with Teach for India education program do not have B. Ed degree and come
from different areas of the profession, yet they are highly successful in educating and
promoting the kids for social upliftment. (b) A parallel education system in the form of
coaching industry runs in the country successfully and the teachers who are recruited in
these coaching industries, do not have a compulsory B. Ed degree and comes from different
background, yet their quality of delivery is far better than the teachers who are supporting
our compulsory school system with B. Ed degree. (c) Teacher eligibility test (TET), a
mechanism of determining the quality of teachers has been introduced in 2011, but the
performance of the recruited teachers who are having this B. Ed degree is dismal, again
reinforcing the fact that a compulsory B. Ed degree to be teachers is redundant.

Sometime, news appear that some people in personal capacity and passion started teaching
in their career again, but to the best of my knowledge those people are recruited as ad hoc,
not treated at par in terms of pay and treatment in their job, because there is no
laid mechanism of lateral entry of the passionate people to the system. What a pity to be
passionate?

4) Promotion of home schooling: after 70 years of independence, the literacy rate of the
country has reached 73% from 12% at 1947 (as per 2011 census), and at the same time, one
of the member in most of the families goes for a regular job. This indicates that the potential
of a huge proportion of the already educated spouse (or sometime well qualified
grandparent) are not utilized in the teaching learning process of their own kids. Therefore,
home schooling; registration to any education board in personal capacity and promotion /
certification through an examination system at the end of the academic year, will ease the
pressure and demand of the class room based education system. This home schooling will
have several additional advantages which are likely to be (a) Job instability is part and parcel
of the working class who are in private sector. Expenses for private education are out of
bounds from lot of people, and therefore in a jobless/small business loss situation, option of
the home schooling will ease the stress of the family. (b) It will add huge flexibility to
nurture the specific potential of the kid. As an example, if a parent see either the potential or
would like to develop the kid in a specific sport/performing art etc., the family can arrange
for that at their will without the issue of time constraint as the kid does not need to attend
compulsory specific 7 hours/day in a particular duration in the school. (c) People who are in
transferable job, option of home schooling will be less strenuous, even if admission in a
desirable school did not take place. (d) Spouse who will take the charge at home for teaching
and training and if kid does well in the performance, should be considered as convincing
credential for teaching even if they look out for job afterwards. And this hand on experience
might add better value than a B. Ed training program. (e) Clustering of such successful
teachers eventually can be promoted to start small school program (a new concept of micro
schooling) – emergence of already quality testified education start up. Thus this kind
decentralization of schooling system will ease the pressure of mega schooling which runs
like a capital intensive factory nowadays.
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